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The Human Touch® Reflex SWING Pro Foot, Calf and Thigh Massager is the perfect bridge between 
state-of-the-art CirQlation® and Figure-Eight® Technologies and the ancient healing art of massage, 
emulating the same techniques used by massage professionals. Massaging the calves in an upward, 
rolling or wave-like motion, the Figure-Eight movement caresses sore calves and rejuvenates tired 
feet to elevate relaxation by forcing blood away from the feet and toward the core of the body, 
improving circulation. The Reflex SWING Pro incorporates reflexology that benefits and improves 
general health, relieving stress and pain in many other parts of the body, but it doesn’t stop there!

The Reflex SWING Pro moves to massage all the way up to the thighs. Add patented Warm Air 
Technology and underfoot vibration, and you have a massage experience unlike any other.



FOOT VIBRATION
Optimize relaxation with 
a deeply-penetrating 
vibrating foot massage

Removable and washable 

EASY SLEEVES™

MASSAGE COMFORT
Easily set massage intensity to 
fit your needs. Comfort control 
is right on the Control Console

ONBOARD CONTROL
3 auto-massage programs

2 vibration speeds
Intensity adjustment

EXTENDED HEIGHT for 
maximized massage coverage

EASY GRIP HANDLES 

Allow for easy grab mobility 
and positioning

ADJUSTABLE SWING ARM

Move from lower calves to upper 
thighs to provide massage 

exactly where needed

humantouch.com

©2019 Human Touch, LLC. Human Touch, CirQlation and Figure-Eight are trademarks of 
Human Touch, LLC. No medical claims warranted or implied by the use of this product. 
Anyone with a medical condition, including those who are or may be pregnant, should consult 
a physician before using any massage product.
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Endorsed by

MODEL: Human Touch Reflex SWING Pro

PART NUMBER: 200-REFLEXSP-001

1- YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

PATENTED FIGURE-EIGHT 
TECHNOLOGY
Refreshes and invigorates sore 
muscles, while circulating blood 
from the feet toward the core of 
the body, delivering the wellness 
benefits of improved circulation. 

Powerful rollers under the feet 
provide a robust reflexology 
massage to the sole and heel.

REFLEXOLOGY MASSAGE

Soothing heat provides relief
for muscle tension.

PATENTED WARM AIR
TECHNOLOGY

The Reflex SWING Pro features an invigorating massage 
at five comfort positions. Simply swing the full-motion 
arm from your lower calves all the way to your upper 
thighs to experience deep soothing relief exactly where 
you need it most. 

GET INTO THE SWING 

Massage 

Programs

Color

Patented Technology

Swing Adjustment

Product Dimensions

Massage Well Dimensions

Product Weight

Voltage

Power Consumption

Kneading with under-foot  
reflexology 
Vibration

3 auto-massage programs

Black and Gray 

Figure-Eight Technology®

CirQlation® Technology
Warm Air

5 comfort positions

19.5”L x 15”W x 17.5”H

10”L x 4.5”W x 14”H

23 Lbs.

AC110-120V 60 Hz

100 Watts


